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QFO-LE DX
THRU

Musical Instrument for DJ

VINYL

SPEAKER

VDA-1000(POWER AMP)

INTREFACE

PC

USB

DJ software compatible QFO LE, 250 unit's limited world wide NOW ON SALE!
INTRODUCTION
By increasing input and output connection, the QFO LE can easily be hooked up to computers (via audio
interface) and scratch digital audio files wherever you want with the same vinyl touch.

FEATURES
■ THRU/VINYL Select Switch
THRU: The vinyl sound is outputted as a LINE signal from THRU OUT. This is used to send the control signals of
software control vinyl to computers. The signal from LINE IN 2 is sent to PGM 2.
VINYL: Sound signals of the vinyl played on the QFO LE DX are sent to PGM 2.
■ Dual PLAY/STOP, QUARTZ LOCK and REVERSE controls laid out on each side of the cross fader to allow DJs the
choice of their scratch hands and speedy access. The layout was also designed on a concept of how many features
can be controlled at one time.
■ A new style of pitch controlling is now possible thanks to the Spin Slide Pitch control. The pitch control slides 180
degrees with a selection of 3 control modes and a variety of linked scratch moves. It is also a very important feature
when you're creating melodies with single note records.
■ Vestax's reliable original ASTS tone arm applied. The needle is prevented from skipping by keeping the inside force
and outside force rate as low as possible.

SPECIFICATIONS
INPUT
OUTPUT

Tonearm

・LINE : -10dBV(RCA L/R)×2
・ MASTER OUT : -10dBV(RCA L/R)×1
・THRU : -14dBV(RCA L/R)×1・HEADPHONE
OUT×2(1/4inch PHONE×1, MINI JACK×1)
: 58mW MAX(47Ω)
・Anti Skipping Tonearm System

Motor
・Direct Drive DC Motor
Maxium Torque
・4.7kg/cm
Starting Torque
・2.7kg/cm
Starting Time
・0.5sec (33 1/3rpm)
WOW Flatter
・0.07% W.R.M.S.
Dimension(s) /Weight ・ 458(W) ×140 (H) ×525 (D) mm/9.5kg
ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION ・7W
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